
CORNER STORE ESSAY

The front double-door entry to the store had been diagonally set into the northeast corner of the building and a battered
screen door served to keep out the flies.

Problems for Pedestrians and Children According to www. Some also argue that they promote tobacco usage
in minors. He had tons of antiques from I don 't even know what age. Some critics think there is a connection
between tobacco usage in minors and convenience store advertisements in regards to tobacco products, which
creates another problem for convenience store owners. Every Friday when I would get my five dollars
allowance, I would run down to the store to spend it all on toys or penny candy. Various methods are; an
initial franchise fee, sale of equipment or franchise package, leasing of premises, financing arrangements,
leasing of equipment, and continuing fees. Government should restrict the advertising of tobacco in all states.
This problem sometimes also brings more robberies because of the poor location. Once Dickie Robinson
discovered that instead of expending the rolled caps one at a time in his small cap pistol, he could take the
individual fat red rolls of gunpowder specks, set them on a curb in front of his house, and pound them with a
large rock. But convenience store owners need to think about the safety of those children because at the same
place that these children are playing video games and enjoying a soft drink, there is also beer being sold. Very
often, it turns out that the entrepreneur who initially founded the business does not have the management skills
to successfully control and change the business over time. Both of these lower your operating profit.
Especially if you have the same people working in the meats working in the produce working then in the
dairy. Ingenuously, while wearing his tan grocer apron, Saul climbed his rickety stocking ladder and hung foot
long strips of wide, sticky tape from the ceiling at several strategic points. The university awarded its first
Bachelor of Arts degree in  When the door opened and a customer entered or left, small bells hanging from
hooks on either door jangled softly, subtly disturbing the always tranquil quiet inside. The tall, white, glass
door dairy, soda pop, and beer coolers stood humming against the far wall. As corner shops are not as big as
supermarkets, one cannot always find the special products one can find in a supermarket. Not giving the
customer the right and adequate service will result in losing that customer and loosing profits. Having large
amounts of money on hand is one factor that makes them more vulnerable to robbery. Fisher, J. Yale dropped
the essay requirement for students. Some people argue that convenience stores contribute to more crimes and
accidents; for example, robberies and pedestrians and children being run over while walking to a convenience
store. You can see the shelves that are up to the ceiling;, filled with all the many ranges of different items. As
stated by Corman, J. Convenience stores have become the center attraction for criminals because of various
factors. So these platforms are an easy way for students to collect and store written. Some entrepreneurs find it
difficult to delegate authority because they are afraid to risk letting others manage their company. Beyond
these enticing displays, the store opened up into a profusion of staples and tastes and goods imported from the
outside world. A rectangular, dingy-white stucco building, the grocery store had been easily converted from
the out building. Questions for Study and Discussion. In the middle of the narrow parking area, which could
accommodate only three full-sized vehicles at any one time, stood a huge eucalyptus tree that had shaded the
structure for decades. Saul had added on a small office and storage area in the rear of the store. A small group
passes by the protagonist Thomas, who hands one begging girl a crumpled bill from the back seat of his car.
Money tied up in the acquisition of stock is prevented from earning a return elsewhere. These two cases are a
problem to convenience stores, because having too much of an item that is not being sold is a cost to the stores
and makes your income statement suffer in two waysâ€”a lower gross margin and increased operating
expenses. It will also help them identify what kinds of people come and shop at their stores. The usage of
tobacco in minors has become a major problem for the United States. Some tobacco industries have even
placed tobacco advertisements besides the candy shelves. They may not have a boss that is hanging over your
shoulder all the time, but they have corporate management and they are watching to make certain that the
owners of the store they are franchising is making them money.


